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            Abstract
A small number of mammalian retinal ganglion cells act as photoreceptors for regulating certain non-image forming photoresponses1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10. These intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells express the putative photopigment melanopsin11,12,13. Ablation of the melanopsin gene renders these cells insensitive to light14; however, the precise role of melanopsin in supporting cellular photosensitivity is unconfirmed. Here we show that heterologous expression of human melanopsin in a mouse paraneuronal cell line (Neuro-2a) is sufficient to render these cells photoreceptive. Under such conditions, melanopsin acts as a sensory photopigment, coupled to a native ion channel via a G-protein signalling cascade, to drive physiological light detection. The melanopsin photoresponse relies on the presence of cis-isoforms of retinaldehyde and is selectively sensitive to short-wavelength light. We also present evidence to show that melanopsin functions as a bistable pigment in this system, having an intrinsic photoisomerase regeneration function that is chromatically shifted to longer wavelengths.
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                    Figure 1: Expression of human melanopsin renders Neuro-2a cells light-sensitive.[image: ]


Figure 2: Melanopsin uses cis-isoforms of retinaldehyde.[image: ]


Figure 3: Spectral sensitivity.[image: ]


Figure 4: The phototransduction cascade in melanopsin-expressing cells loaded with 9-cis-retinaldehyde.[image: ]
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The recent discovery of inner retinal photoreceptors in mammals and fish was a major surprise. Present in addition to the well known rods and cones, these receptors are thought to detect irradiance levels, and to be linked to the night-and-day regulation of the circadian system. Two new studies show that melanopsin, found almost exclusively in these â€˜ganglion-cell photoreceptorsâ€™, is photosensitive. Qiu et al. turn mammalian kidney cells into functional photoreceptors by introducing melanopsin, and Melyan et al. do a similar trick in neuronal cells. These findings could have clinical applications, possibly allowing selective stimulation of cells in the brain and helping to restore sight lost due to retinal degeneration. A further study identifies a previously unknown retinal population of â€˜giantâ€™ melanopsin-expressing ganglion cells. They are photosensitive but are also activated by rods and cones, thereby merging the conventional â€˜image formingâ€™ pathway with the radiance-detecting pathway in primates.
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